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with Nick Arbon
Please provide a brief introduction, including your name, where
you are based, and how long you’ve been creating art for.
Hi I am Nick Arbon, I create under the guise of Nick Tophilia Kreations. I am
based on the east Norfolk coast of England, close to Great Yarmouth.

I have been creating since the first day I could hold a pencil the right way up
so most of my 34 years on this Earth.
With a few years gap due to an overzealous and highly critical art teacher
during my teenage years.

Which of your pieces of work are you most proud of, and why?
I have included the 3 most important
pieces of work I have created and the
reasons behind them.

Number 1 is the first drawing in a long
time that I did for someone else and it
was a turning point for me to take that
risk. Nick Tophilia Kreations as an entity
was born from that image.

Number 2 is a series of images I
created to assist in the process of
establishing championship belts for
World War Wrestling (check them
out). The fact the bosses asked me to
be the art side of this project when
there are others out there, was a
huge boost in confidence and I have
to say the belts look beautiful and
none anywhere else come close.

Number 3 is a more recent image, a
digital one this time. With the lockdown
and everything Covid-19 I was unable
to see my grandmother on her 90th
birthday in may and obviously popping
down to see her was prohibited and not
possible.
I spent hours creating a digital painting
of my Nan and Grandad (who is sadly
no longer with us) and my dad from my
sister’s wedding. I then uploaded it to
moonpig with a message from the
heart.

I don’t know if it is the artist in me or the bipolar or
just my make up but I am a firm believer that
emotion can be contained in an image that can be
shared in a way spoken or written words fail to do.
A personal connection that can’t be argued with.

What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?

The most difficult part for me is that with some art in the past, I have, due
to my Bipolar disorder (only diagnosed in the last 5 years – but that is
another story) suffered massively from not being able to let go or take a
step back. So, destroying a piece because of a blip instead of taking a
breath and going back to it, or talking myself out of a project because
doubt creeps in over my ability.

How would you describe your style?

Ah an easy one, always evolving. I don’t have one strict style but I am told
my personality shows through in each piece.

What does artistic success look like to you?

I measure my “success” artistically in how my art creates a feeling or a
reaction to it.
A portrait of a family member raising a smile or causing a tear to fall
because they see the person they love.
No feeling or thought my work creates is wrong, if I fail to create either
with any and all of my work. I have failed.

What projects are you currently working on?

I currently am working through a list of people that have had an impact
on me as a human in one way or another so a series of portraits. I am like
a bee in a jar though so I flit between various things.

I am also considering doing live creativity streams to help educate, distract
or just promote my work on a different platform.
Always keen to take on new commissions or ideas. I also have a film/book
idea I will be looking to develop but need help with that.

What other artists do you admire that we should be aware of?
Markomadman on instagram is a must, my best mate who just inspires
and supports me so much.
https://www.instagram.com/markomadman/
Brett “the photo guy”
https://www.facebook.com/BrettThePhotoGuy
Brett is an awesome mixed bag photographer.
ACDArtattack and Jazza (Josiah Brooks) on youtube, both create content to
encourage people to create for the love of creating sake. More
encouragement to allow people to feel free to take up art is always a good
thing.
The best advice I can give is to find a # on instagram for example and
follow it down the rabbit hole. Not all of the most inspiring artists get the
exposure they deserve.

What are common traps for aspiring artists?

Speaking from personal experience, I would have to say that one of the
biggest traps/pitfalls for aspiring artists is listening to the wrong people. As
I eluded to earlier, listening to my high school art teacher and pretty much
giving up drawing (which has always been my happy place) hindered me
massively.
So, to anyone who is told they can’t, breathe and show them you can.

Another one of my big three would have to be thinking you must earn some
sort of “official title” to entitle you to call yourself an artist or be called one
by your peers. This is wrong, my best mate Mark taught me as a 23-year-old
to “draw because I can and enjoy it, not because I think I have to”
The third and equally as important, the thought that you have to either
dumb/simplify your style to generate interest or the flip side, that you
should have only one style, medium or even subject matter.

Let us know where we can find out more (links to websites,
social media, etc)
The best place at the moment to find me most active is on facebook.
Nick Tophilia Kreations –
https://www.facebook.com/nicktophkreations
There is a linktree on there that will have all of the relevant up and coming
new and interesting ways to keep in touch with me, support NTK and soon I
hope to be able to add a shop.
Thank you for your time today Leanne. It’s been a pleasure.

